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ABSTRACT Large-scale integration of inverter-based renewable generation leads to the reduction of power
systems’ natural inertia. Therefore, the dynamics of the future power systems will be more sensitive than
in the traditional systems with high-inertia rotating synchronous generators. This development is a potential
risk for frequency stability and requires utilization of rapidly controllable resources for dynamic frequency
stability support. Simultaneously, development of new synchronization and control methods for inverter-
based resources is needed in order to ensure the frequency and synchronization stability of future power
systems. In this paper, a grid-forming and supporting universal frequency-locked-loop -based control and
grid synchronization for inverter-based resources is utilized to improve the frequency stability of a small
high-voltage network. The simulations are done with PSCAD software and the main focus is on the battery
energy storages to evaluate the effect of their location, enhanced control schemes as well as operation
mode on frequency stability. In the studies, for example, the effect of battery storages location, active
power response related control parameters, communication time delay and input frequency determination
on frequency support are studied during charging and discharging of the batteries. Based on the simulations,
also new solutions to improve the frequency stability of future variable inertia power systems with universal
grid-forming battery storages are proposed.

INDEX TERMS Frequency stability, inverter-based resources, grid-forming, battery energy storages, power
systems.

I. INTRODUCTION
A. BACKGROUND
Due to large-scale deployment of renewable energy sources
(RES), inverter-based resources (IBRs) have been replacing
traditional synchronous generators (SGs) in the power sys-
tems. RES-based IBRs, like wind and photovoltaics (PV),
are connected to the power system through power electronic
interfaces without natural kinetic inertia. This reduces power
system rotational kinetic energy i.e. system inertia as well as
changes dynamic behavior after major disturbances. In gen-
eral, inertia stabilizes power system and resists changes in
system frequency. Therefore, larger variations in frequency
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and rate of change of frequency (ROCOF) are possible due
to reduced inertia and there is an increased risk to lose the
frequency stability of the power system after a large distur-
bance. Without utilization of rapidly controllable resources
and technologies, like battery energy storage systems (BESS)
and future-proof IBR control schemes, reduced system inertia
could prevent full-scale deployment of RES. BESSs can be
used to support the frequency stability and post-disturbance
frequency swing with fast frequency response (FFR) control
service, for example, by using their active power–frequency
(Pf) -droop functionality. However, FFR operation is based
on measured frequency which creates some delay to its
active power response and frequency support. In addition,
the frequency stability of future low inertia power system
will be determined largely by the control and synchronization
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methods of IBRs and their stability as well as other features.
The effect increases when the share of IBRs in the power
system with different grid-following (GFL) and grid-forming
(GFM) control schemes is high compared to the SG-based
generation. References [1], [2], [3], [4]

B. CONTROL SCHEMES FOR INVERTER-BASED
RESOURCES
In this Section I-B different 1) GFL and GFM as well as 2)
active (P) and reactive power (Q) related control schemes of
IBRs, like BESS, are briefly reviewed.

1) GRID-FORMING AND GRID-FOLLOWING CONTROL
METHODS
Grid-following GFL inverter is often described as a con-
trolled current source with high parallel impedance and
grid-forming GFM inverter as a voltage source with low
series impedance [5], [6]. There is no generally accepted
definition for GFM control [5]. Synchronization principles
of GFL and GFM inverters are one of the key differences
between them. Commonly a GFL inverter uses voltage-based
network synchronization [7] which means that it is synchro-
nized to measured or estimated network voltage angle, for
example, by phase-locked-loop (PLL) or frequency-locked-
loop (FLL) component. On the other hand, most GFM
inverter control methods do not require a PLL or FLL. GFM
control methods can be based e.g. on power synchroniza-
tion [7], [8] to emulate the power synchronization principles
of SGs [5]. Droop-based grid-forming control schemes and
power synchronization control are the most commonly used
GFM control schemes and can be also seen quite similar to
each other [7]. In the literature, many different GFM control
methods have been proposed and presented in [5], [7], [9],
and [35], like

1) Droop-Based Grid-Forming Control Methods (e.g. the
basic droop control and the droop control using low-
pass filter),

2) Power Synchronization Loop / Power Synchronization
Control (PSC)

3) Voltage Controlled Inverter (VCI)
4) Virtual Synchronous Machine (VSM) / Virtual Syn-

chronous Generator (VSG)
5) Virtual Oscillator Control (VOC) / dispatchable Virtual

Oscillator Control (dVOC)
6) Matching Control
7) PLL-Based Modified Current-Controlled Methods
8) Direct Power Control (DPC) and
9) Motor-generator pair (MGP) [35].

One key difference between GFL and GFM behavior is
in their response to a network disturbance as well as in
their small-signal operation when connected to a weak or
stiff grid [5]. More information about advantages and dis-
advantages of GFL and GFM control methods can be found
from [10]. In [35] also summary about advantages and dis-
advantages of different GFM control methods (i.e. droop-

control, VSG and MGP) has been done by comparing their
transient response and frequency stability.

2) ACTIVE AND REACTIVE POWER CONTROL SCHEMES
Fast frequency response, FFR, does not have commonly
agreed exact definition either. Therefore, for example, in [1]
it is defined as ‘‘any type of rapid, active power increase
or decrease by generation or load, in a time frame of less
than 2 seconds, to correct frequency imbalances and to assist
with managing the system frequency.’’ As stated previously,
for example, BESS can provide FFR service by its Pf-droop
functionality. However, FFR and virtual or synthetic iner-
tia services of IBRs have the challenge or drawback, when
compared to natural kinetic inertia provided by SG-based
units, that their response is delayed and affected by the
associated frequency or ROCOFmeasurements. For example,
measurement time windows of 100 ms and 500 ms can sig-
nificantly impact these measurements [1]. Due to this small
time delay during the initial period of frequency change
after disturbance), the FFR or synthetic inertia service and
support impact of IBR is missing [1]. Some classification of
frequency control related ancillary services based on their
response times and duration can be found, for example,
in [1] and [11]. In Nordic power system, the response time
requirements for fast frequency reserve services are between
0.7 s and 1.3 s depending on the magnitude of the under-
frequency. In the literature, also improvements for estimating
the frequency or ROCOF in low inertia power system has
been presented. For example, [12] proposed more accurate
ROCOF estimation algorithm based on least square method
with flexible window size and median filter.

Amongst the various DER and IBRs, BESSs are expected
to play an important role in future smart grids due to their
fast and controllable dynamics and potential to provide mul-
tiple different flexibility services in stationary applications.
In the literature, different frequency control related services,
like FFR, provision by BESSs have been studied and these
services are typically realized either by an individual large-
scale BESS or by aggregating multiple small-scale BESSs
[13], [14]. In addition to FFR service, BESSs can also provide
other active (P) and reactive power (Q) related flexibility ser-
vices which can be realized by various inverter local control
modes or functions. For example, functions such as constant
power factor (cosφ), fixed Q, Q(P), cosφ(P), QU, PU and
Pf, where f is frequency and U is voltage, are required by
different grid codes. References [1], [3], [15], [16]

C. STABILITY OF FUTURE POWER SYSTEMS WITH IBR
Power system stability can be defined as the ability of a power
system to maintain acceptable state and recover balance after
a disturbance. The main state variables are power system fre-
quency, bus voltages and the rotor angles of SGs. Therefore,
stability has been traditionally categorized into frequency,
voltage and rotor angle stability [17]. Frequency stability is
not the only stability concern, but it has been recognized as
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one of the major system-level stability issue in the future
RES- and IBR-based low inertia power systems. In general,
frequency stability means that the power system frequency
does not deviate too much from the nominal frequency.
Related to this, there exists different factors which deter-
mine the frequency stability like i) generator inertia (larger
value slows down frequency change), ii) load inertia and load
damping (larger value slows down frequency change), iii)
contingency size (larger value increases frequency change),
iv) under-frequency protection settings of load shedding
(UFLS) and v) frequency response speed (faster and larger
response slows down frequency changes). Options to main-
tain the frequency stability include, for example, I) maintain-
ing the inertia of the system (e.g. SG-based generation or
synchronous condensers), II) providing more response time
(reduced contingency size or reduced UFLS settings), III)
fast active power-frequency (Pf) response (e.g. by IBR-based
resources like BESSs with GFL control and load demand
response) or iv) providing synthetic inertia and synchroniza-
tion stability from GFM IBRs. References [2], [3]

The local frequency measurement determines the fre-
quency response of the generators and loads after disturbance.
In the future large IBR-based power systems the remaining
natural inertia may be distributed on some parts of the sys-
tem and therefore, depending on the location or region, the
ROCOF and frequency values after disturbance can deviate
more than in traditional SG-based systems with high iner-
tia [1]. Therefore, also services for fast frequency support
should be distributed across the power system. In addition,
the increasing amount of IBRs in the future power systems
requires also new stability definitions [18]. The frequency
stability will be increasingly defined by the control and syn-
chronizationmethods of IBRs and their stability. The effect of
IBRs is higher when their share with GFL and GFM control is
large when compared to the SG-based generation. Therefore,
it is valuable to know what amount of generation comes from
IBRs. Typically used metrics have been a) the percentage
of inverter-based generation (% IBR) from the total gener-
ation or total load and b) system nonsynchronous penetration
(SNSP) which includes also e.g. HVDC links. However, both
metrics have some drawbacks which are defined in [19] with
more details. Therefore, new metric called voltage-forming
ratio, where the total grid-forming IBR capacity and also type
of GFM control scheme is considered, have been proposed
in [19]. Voltage-forming ratio could be defined as the ratio of
the voltage-forming capacity (synchronous generators, syn-
chronous condensers, and GFM IBRs) to the total apparent
power capacity (synchronous generators, synchronous con-
densers, and all IBRs) [19].
In [20] large-scale deployment of GFMs was studied from

frequency stability viewpoint. It was suggested that with suf-
ficient controller tuning, it is possible to guarantee frequency
stability. However, due to more sensitive dynamics than in
traditional SG-based system, frequency nadir and ROCOF
change should be carefully considered in certain protection

and load shedding schemes as well as power system stabi-
lizer (PSS) settings. Faster frequency variations can also be
a potential challenge for existing GFL-based resources and
their stability. Reference [20] In addition to GFM control,
also other services, like FFR with fast active power control,
will be needed to ensure frequency stability of power systems
with very high-share of IBRs. Typical GFM controlled IBR
is capable of providing FFR, but often it may be dispatched
to maintain controllability for FFR provision (i.e. curtailed
operation of variable generation GFM to enable up-regulation
with FFR). Reference [19]

In a low inertia transmission network, the possible inter-
actions of control schemes of large-scale IBRs with other
power system components needs to be studied before their
interconnection and also monitored during the real-time oper-
ation. For example, wind power plants connected to series
compensated transmission network may increase risk of sub-
synchronous oscillations. Reference [21] In transmission sys-
tem level stability studies, it is crucial to consider the trans-
mission line dynamics and their possible mutual effects, for
instance, with GFM-based control methods [22] as well as
take into account the grid topology and actual location of
IBRs in the grid [4]. In addition, the dynamics of various IBR-
based loads, like electric vehicles charging, BESS charging,
hydrogen electrolyzers [23], and their mutual effects should
be considered as part of future stability analysis which may
also require development of new stability theory for power
systems with high share of IBRs [4]. Therefore, in order to
find out the IBRs which are causing the oscillations, in [24]
a reversed impedance-based stability criterion for IBR-based
power systems was proposed. Proposed new criterion of [24]
enables the study of system-wide oscillation modes created
by control interactions of multiple IBRs integrated in large
power systems.

Large-scale implementation of IBR-based generation in
the future power systems requires also constant updates on
grid codes. Grid codes need to pay more attention to GFM-
based inverters’ capabilities and challenges as well as also,
for example, notice that full reactive current injection during
major grid faults may cause loss of synchronization of IBR-
based generation. Reference [7] On the other hand, it is still
unclear how to best represent multiple IBRs with differ-
ent control schemes in bulk power system simulations [25].
Related to this, more research on the small-signal synchro-
nization stability of GFMs is needed and instead of design-
oriented analysis, which are more applicable to single IBR
systems, new reduced-order or data-drivenmodelingmethods
for future power systems with huge amount of IBRs are
needed [26]. Further development of tools like real-time sim-
ulators [27] and grid emulators is also highly important. New
modeling methods for multiple GFMs and GFLs have been
presented e.g. in [28]. Reference [29] also emphasized the
need of an effective system analysis tool, which can identify
the oscillation modes of multiple IBRs from different vendors
as well as system partitioning methods and dynamic model
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aggregation techniques for the stability analysis of very large
IBR-based power systems. In addition, [30] discussed about
the classification and characterization needs of IBRs with
different control schemes based on their transient different
behavior in response to grid disturbances.

Role of grid emulator functionalities becomes very impor-
tant when new inverter control schemes are tested before the
real-life implementation [31]. Grid emulator needs to be able
to represent future low or variable inertia power systems with
different share of IBRs and SG as well as emulate also the
different shares of GFM- and GFL-based IBR generation.
In addition, also the ability to model the dynamic behavior
of IBR-based loads, becomes increasingly important to see
the potential mutual effects between various control schemes
during different type of variations and disturbances. It is also
commonly agreed that the development of appropriate pro-
cesses for testing and validating the capabilities of the GFMs
is rapidly needed [11]. In [32] an experimental verification
about the ability of GFM inverters to stabilize a transmission
network was presented by performing power hardware-in-
the-loop (PHIL) simulation to connect a large-scale BESS
to a real-time electromagnetic transient (EMT) simulation of
future Maui power system. Reference [33] also highlighted
the importance of the DC dynamics modelling with detailed
DC source models in GFM control design as well as the
critical need for an effective AC current limitation scheme
by studying potentially destabilizing interaction between the
fast synchronization of GFMs and the slow response of SGs.

D. OBJECTIVES AND ORGANIZATION
In the future low-inertia power systems with high-share of
IBRs, for example, following features are needed:

- Increased amount of GFM-based resources with
advanced control features to support frequency and
synchronization stability in systems with variable share
of SGs and GFL/GFM IBRs,

- Frequency stability supporting services from GFL and
GFM IBRs, like BESSs, based on their rapid active
power control i.e. FFR and virtual or synthetic inertia
services with minimized response delay,

- Consideration of transmission network lines and loca-
tion of resources providing frequency stability support-
ing FFR services and control schemes of GFM-based
IBRs in detail in order to avoid negative mutual effects,

- Develop enhanced GFM control schemes which e.g.
do not require operation curtailment when providing
FFR services and

- Take into account the possibility of IBR-based loads
to support frequency and synchronization stability with
their advanced control schemes.

In this paper, the grid-forming and supporting universal
frequency-locked-loop (U-FLL) -based control and grid syn-
chronization for IBRs [10] is utilizedwhen the effect of differ-
ent control methods of IBRs are studied with PSCAD simu-
lations using simple transmission network model. Regarding

to the U-FLL, the target is that it would be applicable to
different type of future variable inertia power systems with
different share of rotating SGs and IBRs. GFM-based IBR
with U-FLL does not required operation curtailment when
providing FFR services. Main focus in the simulations is
especially on the role of BESSs and on the effect of their
location, control scheme as well as operation mode (charging
or discharging) on frequency stability support. In the studies
with BESSs in discharging mode, the Pf- and reactive power-
frequency (Qf)-control schemes are compared. In addition,
the effect of BESSs location, Pf-droop parameters, communi-
cation time delay and input frequency determination on BESS
Pf-control based frequency support are studied during BESS
charging and discharging in order to improve FFR service of
GFM-based BESSs. New solutions which can improve FFR
response of GFM-based IBRs and support frequency stability
of future variable inertia power systems are proposed based
on the simulations.

In the following, Section II presents very briefly the
grid-forming/-supporting U-FLL synchronization method for
IBRs. Then, Section III presents the study cases and simu-
lation models with different shares of IBRs and SGs in HV
hybrid power systems as well as with 100 % IBR-based HV
networks. Thereafter, the simulation results are presented in
Section IV and conclusions are stated in Section V.

II. UNIVERSAL GRID-FORMING IBR CONTROL AND GRID
SYNCHRONIZATION METHOD
Currently there does not exist any universal GFM control
and synchronizationmethod. Therefore, a new universal grid-
forming/-supporting U-FLL-based synchronization (Fig. 1)
for IBRs was proposed in [10].

FIGURE 1. Proposed universal grid-forming and supporting U-FLL
synchronization method.

More information about the general targets and related
issues as well as details of U-FLL can be found from [10].

III. STUDY CASES AND SIMULATION MODELS
Themain study cases of this paper are summarized in Table 1.
The main simulation cases (Table 1) included:

a) DER units with U-FLL -component (Fig. 1) for grid
synchronization (instead of traditional PLL)
◦ 4MWBESS: average models with controlled volt-

age sources, i.e. without power electronic switches,
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TABLE 1. Main study cases.

FIGURE 2. SG’s (HV network connected) PSCAD model used in
CASE_A_HV_HYBRID and CASE_B_HV_HYBRID (Fig. 4).

in order to reduce the needed simulation time,
connected in MV network, operation in discharge
and charge modes (generation and load) (Fig. 3)

b) Power system models with different DER locations,
control schemes and operation modes

◦ Hybrid power system with IBRs and SG
- 16 BESSs (MV network, Fig. 3) or 18 BESSs
(Fig. 5) and SG (HV network, Fig. 2) in
small HV network, BESSs both in discharging
(CASE_A_HV_HYBRID), charging (CASE_B_HV
_HYBRID) operation (Fig. 4) and 2 BESS (from
total of 18 BESSs) at the SG connection point
(CASE_C_HV_HYBRID) (Fig. 5)

◦ 100 % IBR-based power system
- 68 BESSs (MV network, Fig. 3) in small HV
network, discharging operation, (CASE_HV_IBR)
(Fig. 6)

c) Following issues were studied and compared in the
study cases (see Table 1 and Section IV)

◦ Hybrid system (HV), CASE_A_HV_HYBRID and
CASE_B_HV_HYBRID (Fig. 4), CASE_C_HV
_HYBRID (Fig. 5)

- Effect on frequency stability after load change in
HV network

- Effect of BESS Pf- and Qf-droop control (in HV
network connected operation reverse Qf-droops
are used i.e. reactive power is drawn from the
network during under-frequency events and fed to

the network during over-frequency events), BESSs
both in discharging (CASE_A_HV_HYBRID) &
(CASE_C_HV_HYBRID) and charging (CASE_B_
HV_HYBRID) operation

- Effect of location of universal grid-forming/-
supporting FLL / IBR-based generation or load
with Pf-control on SG stability i.e. near the con-
nection point of SG or at the end of transmission
line (close to loads)

- Effect of non-linear Pf-droop (during discharging)
with BESS

- Effect of different input frequencies on BESSs Pf-
control

- Effect of communication time delay on BESSs Pf-
control

◦ 100 % IBR-based system (HV), CASE_HV_IBR
(Fig. 6)

- Focus on effect of modified ‘adaptive’ U-FLL
coefficient

- Also need to adapt IBR-based DER (BESS) con-
trol schemeswhen transitioning from hybrid to 100
% IBR (CASE_HV_IBR)

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In the following, the main simulation results from different
study cases (see Section III) are presented. First, in Section
IV-A results from small hybrid HV network with discharging
of BESSs (CASE_A_HV_HYBRID, Fig. 4 and Table 1) sim-
ulations are presented. Next, Section IV-B presents the simu-
lation results from small hybrid HV network with charging of
BESSs (CASE_B_HV_HYBRID, Fig. 4 and Table 1). Then,
Section IV-C shows the results from cases with small hybrid
HV network with two additional BESSs at the connection
point of SG (CASE_C_HV_HYBRID, Fig. 5 and Table 1).
Finally, in Section IV-D the results from 100 % IBR-based
small HV network (CASE_HV_IBR, Fig. 6 and Table 1) are
presented.

A. SMALL HYBRID HV NETWORK – DISCHARGING OF
BESSs
The total simulation time in Section IV-A subcases was t =

20.0 s and 100 MW load increase at the end of 50 km
transmission line (Fig. 4) happened at t = 5.0 s. Before
the load increase in Section IV-A subcases the total load
was 505.5 MW, active power generation of each BESS was
3.5 MW and total active power of 16 BESSs was 56 MW.
BESS mode change from discharging to charging during
frequency oscillations would have improved the frequency
stability support, but operation mode change was disabled in
the simulations of Section IV-A.

1) A.1 EFFECT OF PF- AND QF- CONTROL
The PSCAD simulation results from case CASE_A_HV
_HYBRID (Fig. 4 and Table 1) subcases (Table 2) for study-
ing the effect of Pf- andQf-control of BESSs are presented in
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FIGURE 3. BESS’s average PSCAD model with controlled voltage sources
and control scheme with U-FLL (Fig. 1) or traditional PLL.

TABLE 2. Discharged BESSs’ control scheme differences in subcases of
CASE_A_HV_HYBRID (Fig. 4, Table 1).

Fig. 9-13. In Pf-control frequency input comes from PSCAD
FFT -block and it is moving averaged over 100 ms before
and 100/250 ms after Pf-droop (Fig. 3 and 7). Fig. 7 and

FIGURE 4. One-line diagram of the hybrid small HV network with 16
BESSs (Fig. 3) and SG (Fig. 2) (CASE_A_HV_HYBRID) and
(CASE_B_HV_HYBRID).

FIGURE 5. One-line diagram of the hybrid small HV network with 2 BESS
(Fig. 3) also in SG connection point, in addition to BESSs (MV network)
and SG (HV network) (Fig. 4) (CASE_C_HV_HYBRID).

FIGURE 6. One-line diagram of the 100 % IBR-based small HV network
with 68 BESSs (in MV network, Fig. 3) in CASE_HV_IBR.

Fig. 8 show the control schemes and Pf-, QU- and Qf-droops
of the BESSs which were utilized in subcases (Table 2 ) of
CASE_A_HV_HYBRID. In Fig. 9, the measured frequencies,
calculated from the rotating speed of SG (Fig. 2 and 4), after
load increase in CASE_A_HV_HYBRID subcases (Table 2)
are shown. Fig. 12 and 13 show the total active and reactive
power of BESSs in different cases (Table 2).
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FIGURE 7. BESS’s active and reactive power control schemes (Fig. 3,
Table 2).

FIGURE 8. BESS’s a) Pf-droop, b) reactive power-voltage (QU)-droop and
c) Qf-droop settings (Fig. 3, Table 2).

FIGURE 9. Measured frequency calculated from rotor speed of SG after
load increase at t = 5.0 s with discharged BESSs in CASE_A_HV_HYBRID
subcases (Table 2).

It can be seen from Fig. 9-11 that the operation of
Pf-droop control when compared to operation without Pf-
or Qf-control is very beneficial from frequency stabil-
ity viewpoint after the load increase. Pure Qf-control in

FIGURE 10. Measured frequency calculated from load connection point
frequency (100 ms moving average) after load increase at t = 5.0 s with
discharged BESSs in CASE_A_HV_HYBRID subcases (Table 2).

FIGURE 11. Measured frequency calculated from one BESS connection
point frequency (5 ms moving average) after load increase at t = 5.0 s
with discharged BESSs in CASE_A_HV_HYBRID subcases (Table 2).

FIGURE 12. Total active power of all 16 BESSs after load increase at
t = 5.0 s with discharged BESSs in CASE_A_HV_HYBRID subcases
(Table 2).

CASE_A_HV_HYBRID_Qf (Table 2) makes frequency sta-
bility even worse than without it in CASE_A_HV_HYBRID.
When comparing Fig. 9-11, one can see that there are
differences between measured frequencies from different
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FIGURE 13. Total reactive power of all 16 BESSs after load increase at
t = 5.0 s with discharged BESSs in CASE_A_HV_HYBRID subcases
(Table 2).

TABLE 3. Discharged BESSs location and other system features in
subcases of CASE_A_HV_HYBRID (Fig. 4, Table 1).

TABLE 4. Discharged BESSs Pf-droop settings in subcases of
CASE_A_HV_HYBRID (Fig. 4 and 16, Table 1).

points of the network as well as with different measure-
ment inputs and moving averages. These characteristics will
also have an effect on Pf-droop-based active power control-
dependent frequency support of BESSs. In addition, the wors-
ening effect of larger Pf-control moving averaging i.e. 250ms
(Table 2) in CASE_A_HV_HYBRID_Pf_Qf instead of 100 ms
(Table 2) in CASE_A_HV_HYBRID_Pf on active power sup-
port of BESSs (Fig. 12) and frequency support can be seen
from Fig. 9-11.

2) A.2 BESSs LOCATION AND PF-CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS
The simulation results from case CASE_A_HV_HYBRID
(Fig. 4 and Table 1) subcases (Table 3) for studying the effect
of BESSs’ location in transmission network and addition of
transmission line series compensation on frequency stability
and Pf-control effectiveness are shown in Fig. 14 and 15. All
BESSs in Table 3 subcases were controlled with Pf- and QU-
droops (Fig. 8).
It can be seen from Fig. 14 that when the BESSs are

at the end of HV line (i.e. closer to the increased load) in
CASE_A_HV_HYBRID_Pf_2 (Table 3), the frequency stabil-

FIGURE 14. Measured frequency calculated from rotor speed of SG after
load increase at t = 5.0 s with discharged BESSs in CASE_A_HV_HYBRID
subcases (Table 3).

FIGURE 15. Total active power of all 16 BESSs after load increase at
t = 5.0 s with discharged BESSs in CASE_A_HV_HYBRID subcases
(Table 3).

ity is a bit improved. However, when series compensation
is added to the HV line in CASE_A_HV_HYBRID_Pf_2C
(Table 3) the first swing stability (Fig. 14) is even worse
than in caseCASE_A_HV_HYBRID_Pf (Table 3) with BESSs
at the beginning of HV line, although total active power
response of BESSs (Fig. 15) is better.

3) A.3 EFFECT OF PF-DROOP CONTROL PARAMETERS
The simulation results from case CASE_A_HV_HYBRID
(Fig. 4 and Table 1) subcases (Table 4) for studying the effect
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of Pf-droop settings (Fig. 16) on frequency stability and Pf-
control effectiveness are presented in Fig. 17 and 18.

FIGURE 16. BESS’s Pf-droop settings in Table 4 subcases.

FIGURE 17. Measured frequency calculated from rotor speed of SG after
load increase at t = 5.0 s with discharged BESSs in CASE_A_HV_HYBRID
subcases (Table 4).

All BESSs in Table 4 subcases were controlled with Pf-
and QU-droops (Fig. 8) and connected at the beginning of
HV line (Fig. 4).

One can see from Fig. 16-18 that more sensitive Pf-droop
settings in CASE_A_HV_HYBRID_Pf_IV (Table 4) have a
positive effect on frequency stability after the load increase.
Due to the delays in the frequency measurement (e.g. filter-
ing and moving averaging related), the actual active power
response of the Pf-droop controlled BESS unit is not as rapid
as possible. Therefore, frequency stability support of BESSs
could be improved if this delayed response is compensated
by using more sensitive Pf-droop settings than those that are
actually required nowadays by frequency control market or
grid code requirements. In the future, the Pf-droop settings
could possibly be adaptive also so that they would take into

FIGURE 18. Total active power of all 16 BESSs after load increase at
t = 5.0 s with discharged BESSs in CASE_A_HV_HYBRID subcases
(Table 4).

account the monitored and forecasted power system inertia
level.

B. SMALL HYBRID HV NETWORK – CHARGING OF BESSs
Total simulation time in Section IV-B subcases was t = 20.0 s
and 100 MW load increase at the end of 50 km transmission
line (Fig. 4) happened at t = 5.0 s. Before the load increase
in Section IV-B subcases the total load was 450.5 MW and
total active power load of 16 charged BESSs was 56 MW.
BESS mode change from charging to discharging during
frequency oscillations would have improved the frequency
stability support, but operation mode change was disabled in
the simulations of Section IV-B.

TABLE 5. Charged BESSs control scheme differences in subcases of
CASE_B_HV_HYBRID_loads (Fig. 4, Table 1).

1) B.1 EFFECT OF CHARGED BESSs PF-CONTROL
The simulation results from case CASE_B_HV_HYBRID_
loads (Fig. 4 and Table 1) subcases (Table 5) for studying the
effect of charged BESSs’ Pf-control with Pf-droop 1 (Fig. 16)
are shown in Fig. 19 and 20.

Fig. 19 shows the positive effect of charged BESSs’
Pf-droop control on frequency stability in CASE_B_HV_
HYBRID_loads_Pf when compared to case without it in
CASE_B_HV_
HYBRID_loads. Fig. 19 presents also the advantages when
Pf-controlled BESSs are at the end of HV line closer to
the increased load in CASE_B_HV_HYBRID_loads_Pf_2
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FIGURE 19. Measured frequency calculated from rotor speed of SG after
load increase at t = 5.0 s with charged BESSs in
CASE_B_HV_HYBRID_loads subcases (Table 5).

FIGURE 20. Total active power of all 16 BESSs after load increase at
t = 5.0 s with charged BESSs in CASE_B_HV_HYBRID_loads subcases
(Table 5).

(Table 5). In addition, during charging of BESSs (operation
as loads) the positive effect of Pf-control was even more
significant (Fig. 19) when compared to pure discharged
operation of BESSs (operation only as generation) in Fig. 9
due to larger amount of controllable active power during first
swing after load connection.

2) B.2 EFFECT OF INPUT FREQUENCY ON CHARGED BESSs
PF-CONTROL
The simulation results from case CASE_B_HV_HYBRID_
loads_Pf (Fig. 4 and Table 1) subcases (Table 6) for studying
the effect of Pf-control’s input frequency and input modifica-
tion of U-FLL on charged BESSs with Pf-droop 1 (Fig. 16)
are shown in Fig. 22 and 23. In these subcases (Table 6)
all 16 BESS were connected closer to the beginning of HV
line and were using QU-control.
From Fig. 22 the positive effect of rate limiter (3/s) on

BESSs’ Pf-droop control on frequency stability can be seen

TABLE 6. Charged BESSs differences in input frequency of Pf-control and
input of U-FLL in subcases of CASE_B_HV_HYBRID_loads _Pf (Fig. 3, 4 and
21, Table 1).

FIGURE 21. Charged BESSs differences in input frequency of Pf-control
and input of U-FLL in subcases of CASE_B_HV_HYBRID_loads_Pf (Table 6).

in CASE_B_HV_HYBRID_loads_Pf_rate2 (Table 6) when
compared to casewithout it i.e.CASE_B_HV_HYBRID_loads
_Pf (Table 6). In addition, it can be seen from Fig. 22 and 23
how 20mswashout constant inCASE_B_HV_HYBRID_loads
_Pf_freq (Fig. 21, Table 6) instead of 100msmoving average
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FIGURE 22. Measured frequency calculated from rotor speed of SG after
load increase at t = 5.0 s with charged BESSs in
CASE_B_HV_HYBRID_loads_Pf subcases (Table 6).

FIGURE 23. Total active power of all 16 BESSs after load increase at
t = 5.0 s with charged BESSs in CASE_B_HV_HYBRID_loads_Pf subcases
(Table 6).

with BESSs’ frequency input in Pf-droop control enables
faster active power response and better frequency stability
support.

C. SMALL HYBRID HV NETWORK – TWO BESSs AT THE
CONNECTION POINT OF SG
1) C.1 EFFECT OF DIFFERENT INPUT FREQUENCIES ON
PF-CONTROL OF BESS
The simulation results from subcases (Table 7) with two
additional 4 MW BESSs at the SG connection point (Fig. 5)
are shown in Fig. 25 and 26. In the subcases the effect
of these two BESSs’ Pf-control input frequency and input

TABLE 7. Two additional discharged/charged BESSs differences in input
frequency of Pf-control and input of U-FLL in subcases of
CASE_C_HV_HYBRID (Fig. 3, 5 and 24, Table 1).

modification of U-FLL (Fig. 24) on frequency stability during
discharged/charged operation with Pf-droop 1 (Fig. 16) is
studied. BESS mode change from charging to discharging
during frequency oscillations was enabled in the simulations
of Section IV-C. The studied changes in input frequency of
Pf-droop control and input of U-FLL are different in this
Section IV-C1 than in previous Section IV-B2.
Initial active power output of the two BESSs at the SG

connection point was close to zero before the load increase.
Total simulation time in Table 7 subcases was t = 20.0 s
and 100 MW load increase at the end of 50 km transmis-
sion line (Fig. 5) happened at t = 5.0 s. Before the load
increase the total load was 505.5 MW and total active power
generation of 16 discharged BESSs was 56 MW. In addition,
in these subcases (Table 7) all 16 BESS were connected at the
beginning of HV line and were using QU-control.
It can be seen from Fig. 25, for instance, that the

delay compensation in CASE_C_HV_HYBRID_Pf_BESS_1
(Fig. 24, Table 7), which is used in U-FLL input, has pos-
itive effect on frequency stability only after t = 10.0 s
(i.e. 5 s after the load increase, Fig. 25) when compared
to CASE_C_HV_HYBRID_Pf_BESS without any modifica-
tion (Table 7). In addition, it can be seen from Fig. 25
and 26 that the best frequency stability support from these
two additional BESSs at SG connection point can be
achieved in CASE_C_HV_HYBRID_Pf_BESS_2 (Table 7)
and CASE_C_HV_HYBRID_Pf_BESS_3 (Table 7) where
SG’s rotor rotating speed is used as an input for Pf-control.
In CASE_C_HV_HYBRID_Pf_BESS_3 (Table 7) SG’s rotor
speed is also used as input for U-FLL (Fig. 24).

2) C.2 EFFECT OF COMMUNICATION TIME DELAY ON
PF-CONTROL OF BESS
The simulation results from subcases (Table 8) with two
additional 4 MW BESSs at the SG connection point (Fig. 5)
are presented in Fig. 28 and 29. In these subcases the effect
of frequency measurement’s 50 or 200 ms communication
delay (Fig. 27) on Pf-control effectiveness and frequency
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FIGURE 24. Two additional charged/charged BESSs at the connection
point of SG and their differences in input frequency of Pf-control and
input of U-FLL in subcases of CASE_C_HV_HYBRID (Table 7).

TABLE 8. Two additional discharged/charged BESSs differences in input
frequency of Pf-control and input of U-FLL in subcases of
CASE_C_HV_HYBRID_Pf_BESS_3 (Fig. 3, 5 and 27, Table 1).

stability is studied. The main characteristics of these subcases
(Table 8) are similar in this Section IV-C2 than in the previous
Section IV-C1.

FIGURE 25. Measured frequency calculated from rotor speed of SG after
load increase at t = 5.0 s with two additional BESSs at the connection
point of SG in CASE_C_HV_HYBRID subcases (Table 7).

Fig. 28 shows that 50 ms communication time delay in
frequencymeasurement which is calculated from the SG rotor
speed in CASE_C_HV_HYBRID_Pf_BESS_3_50ms (Fig. 27,
Table 8 ) does not have very notable effect on frequency
stability after load increase. However, longer 200 ms commu-
nication time delay (CASE_C_HV_HYBRID_Pf_BESS_3_
200ms) already has notable negative effect on frequency
stability (Fig. 28). On the other hand, for example,
GPS- [34], GNSS- or IEEE 1588 Precision Time Proto-
col (PTP)-based (e.g. in 5G networks) time synchroniza-
tion could compensate communication time delays related
issues.

D. SMALL HV NETWORK WITH 100 % IBR-BASED
GENERATION
In the following, the simulation results with 100 % IBR-
based generation (68 BESSs, Fig. 3 and 6, Table 1) in
CASE_HV_IBR are shown. It was concluded in [10] that the
U-FLL-based synchronization can enable stable frequency,
also after load increase, in 100 % IBR-based small HV
network with 68 BESSs connected in MV network many
kilometers away from each other (Fig. 6).

Nominal capacity of each BESS is 4 MW. Total generation
of the BESSs’ is 230 MW consisting of 64 BESSs with
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FIGURE 26. Total active power of two additional BESSs after load
increase at t = 5.0 s with two additional BESSs at the connection point of
SG in CASE_C_HV_HYBRID subcases (Table 7).

FIGURE 27. Two additional charged/charged BESSs at the connection
point of SG with 50 or 200 ms delayed frequency measurement used as
input for Pf-control and U-FLL in subcases of
CASE_C_HV_HYBRID_Pf_BESS_3 (Table 8).

3.5 MW generation (224 MW) and 4 BESSs with 1.5 MW
generation (6 MW). These 4 BESS also act as reactive power
‘‘slack bus’’ during 100 % IBR operation i.e. reactive power
Q reference input is 0. In 100 % IBR-based system Pf-control
is not applicable with the used control schemes and therefore
PU-control andQ-control are used with BESSs (Fig. 3). Total
load at the end of 50 HV transmission line is 225MW. During
the 25.0 s simulation load increases at the end of 50 km HV
transmission line at t = 15.0 s 15 MW.

FIGURE 28. Measured frequency calculated from rotor speed of SG after
load increase at t = 5.0 s with two additional BESSs at the connection
point of SG in CASE_C_HV_HYBRID_Pf_BESS_3 subcases (Table 8).

FIGURE 29. Total active power of two additional BESSs after load
increase at t = 5.0 s with two additional BESSs at the connection point of
SG in CASE_C_HV_HYBRID_Pf_BESS_3 subcases (Table 8).

1) D.1 EFFECT OF MODIFIED U-FLL
The simulation results from case CASE_HV_IBR (Fig. 6 and
Table 1) subcases (Table 9) for studying the effect of modified
U-FLL (Fig. 30) on frequency behavior and stability after
load increase are shown in Fig. 31.

It can be seen from Fig. 31 that modified adaptive
(frequency-dependent) coefficient can enable smaller fre-
quency change after disturbance in CASE_HV_IBR_B and
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FIGURE 30. U-FLL modifications in BESS control scheme (Fig. 3) in
subcases of CASE_HV_IBR (Table 9).

FIGURE 31. Measured frequency (load connection point frequency, HV
measurement, moving average over 100 ms, Fig. 6) after load increase at
t = 15.0 s in CASE_HV_IBR subcases (Table 9).

CASE_HV_IBR_C (Fig. 30 and Table 9). Fig. 31 also
shows that utilization of rate limiter (5/s) in U-FLL
(CASE_HV_IBR_C, Fig. 30), in addition tomodified adaptive

TABLE 9. U-FLL modifications in BESS control scheme in subcases of
CASE_HV_IBR (Fig. 3, 6 and 30, Table 1).

coefficient, can further improve the frequency stabilization
after the load increase.

V. CONCLUSION
Future power systemswith IBRswill have different dynamics
due to lack of natural kinetic inertia from large rotating
SGs. In addition, the frequency stability of future low-inertia
power systems will be determined increasingly by the control
schemes of IBRs, their stability and other characteristics.
The effect increases when the share of IBRs with GFL and
GFM control methods is high compared to the SGs. In this
paper, the grid-forming and supporting universal U-FLL-
based control and grid synchronization for IBR-based BESSs
was utilized to improve the frequency stability of a simple
power system i.e. small HV network. Multiple PSCAD sim-
ulation studies were performed and based on the simulations
following general conclusions were made for hybrid power
system (including SG and BESSs):

- Pf-control of BESS is beneficial for frequency stability
after large disturbance (e.g. major load increase), but
processing of frequency measurement e.g. with moving
averaging can delay the active power response and fre-
quency stability support of the BESS,

- More sensitive (than required e.g. in grid code or fre-
quency market requirements) or adaptive Pf-droop set-
tings of BESS could enable improved frequency stability
support and compensation of delays in the frequency
measurement (e.g. due to filtering andmoving averaging
of measured signals),

- Utilization of rate limiter (3/s) on BESSs’ Pf-droop con-
trol can improve frequency stability support and enable
faster active power provision of BESS after disturbance,

- During charging of BESSs (operation only as loads i.e.
change of operation mode during frequency oscillations
was disabled) the positive effect of Pf-control was even
more significant when compared to discharged opera-
tion of BESSs (operation as generation i.e. change of
operation mode during frequency oscillations was dis-
abled) due to larger amount of controllable active power
during first swing after load connection (dependent on
the active power output before disturbance/event),

- Pf-controlled discharged and charged BESSs close to
the disturbance (e.g. load increase) can provide better
frequency stability support than BESSs further away,
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- HV line series compensation can decrease frequency
stability and

- BESS at the connection point of SG can improve the fre-
quency stability after disturbance with operation mode
change from discharged to charged enabled during fre-
quency oscillations and also especially if SG rotor speed
is used as an input for frequency measurement which is
utilized in Pf-control of BESS and the communication
time delay is less than 50 ms.

In addition, in simulations with 100 % IBR-based small
HV network (with 68 distributed BESSs) two different U-
FLL modifications were studied. Based on these simulations
the utilization of modified adaptive (frequency-dependent)
coefficient and rate limiter (5/s) could enable smaller fre-
quency change after disturbance (e.g. load increase).

In the future works, the potential advantages of studied
and developed features like, for example, related to the
functionality of the Pf-controlled and U-FLL-based BESS
which utilizes SG rotating speed as frequency measurement
input and the possibility of compensating communication
time delay related issues, for example, in 5G networks with
IEEE 1588 PTP-based time synchronization could be further
studied and verified with laboratory testing before real-life
experiments.
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